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A forest fire burned over 40
acres of woods and grass land
last night racing across the farms
althree county residents east of
Nes Concord.
Forest Ranger Wade Roberts reported that a fire of undetermined
orgin in the Kentucky Lake region
burned over the farms of Toy Lamb
Christine •Ramsey. and Mrs. Brack
Willooehby.
The blaze which was reported by
a neiehbor at 5130 o'clock yesterday afternoon was not brought under control until about 900 p. m.
TIN, cause drahe fir" is under investigation.
Ranger Roberts and a department assistant were aided in battling the blaze by J. W. Willoughby, a resident of the area. Due to
the rough terrain only hand tools
could be used.
The wet weather in March is
expected to greatly increase variaus burning by residents in the
nut 60 days. Land owners are
lifted to be extremely careful with
all outside fires.
People don't realize how soon
forest fire can start.
after a rain
Roberts said. With a hal day's sunshine or wind, the danger of fire
spreading is prevalent, he continued.
This is the sixth fire in CelloMissHerronChairman f the
way County this year. The main
causes of fire ae debree burning. College and Reference Sect io n
The New Concord 4-H Club
psaple burning trash, gardens. when its first Spring Conference
held their community Rally, Monwas held at Kenlake in 1959.
yAds. and etc.
day night. April 10, at 7:00 o'clock
In case. a fire is spotted, the
at the school
observer should immediately call
The meeting was called to ordPLaza 3-5701 or PLaza 3-5491.
er by Don Soiceland Pledge to
the American falg was led by Bill
Hendon, pledge to the 4-H flag
The Tennessee Valley Coin Club
was led by Betty Osborn The deof Paris, Tennessee will meet on
votion was given by Ann Miller,
----- —
April 17 at 7.00 p rh. at the comthe welcome by Paulette Farris
Miss Ann Waldrop Griffin, dau- munity roonissof the Board of Puband the response by Bill Ed lienghter of Mr and Mrs. Ed Griffin. lic Utilitieebuilding in Paris. Tendon Group singing was led by
aJi granddaughter of Mr. and nessee.
Betty Osborn. The following ofMrs H T. Waldrop, will undergo
Alex Szyanyi is secretary of the
ficers were introduced: Gary Bymajor surgery Thursdav48/10 the organization. Coin collectors from
be„ Bill Hendon. Shelia Roberts.
Hospital
.
the Murray area are invited to atPatsy Falwell. Paulette Farris. SuMinnesota
tend
zette Crowell, Phil Housden. Ronnie Cook Don Sniceland Marsha
Hendon. Linda Barberio. Cheryl
Stubblefield, Jo Ann Sliger. Betty
June Osborn, Paul Garland and
Issac Allbritten.
Pat Wilson Ann , Miller, Bill
Hendon and Paulette Farris win1
ners of the speech event gave their
speeches.
Dairy farmers agricultural lead- at five dairy farms in various parts
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield was the
eels and any others who are in- of the County Educational discus- Judge for the Style Revue which
terested in larger incomes from sions will involve different, improv- svas in charge of Mrs_ Cradle
dairying in Calloway County are ed production practices
Stubblefield. Those modeling ininvited and urged by County Agent,
Beginning at the Floyd Usrey cluded: Shelia Garrison, Suzette
S V Foy, to particiate in a Dairy farm near Kirksey at 10 00 a m Johnson, Sheila Roberts, Paulette
Farm Tour. The tour will be held the value of extra fall o.and spring Earns, Joyce Garland. Ann Miller,
Thursday. April 13 and will M- Pasture which is produced by sow- Cheryl Stubblefield. Marsha Hen
O Øe observations and discussions ing and fertilizing small grain
Garon, Deborah Calhiin,
with a hard-land seeder in exist: rison.
ing pastures will be emphasized.
The following leaders were reUnusual interest in this practice cognized' Mrs. Wade Roberts. Mrs.
already prevails among many dairy- Gradie Stubblefield, Mrs. Thomas
men.
Crowell and Mrs. Cassel Garrison,
At Baron Palmer's dairy farm W. Joe Bybee, Hubert Pitman.
near Penita....at.s11:(10 a. m. the Wendell Allbritten. W. T. Kingins,
grouts will observe and discuss how Pete Hughes. W. D. McCuiston,
a milking parlor has been rear- J. D. Guerin. Bill McCuiston Ranranved and modernised with new dall Patterson, Otis Loving and
enuipment. The emnhasis will he D. B. Grohhs, Bill Ed Hendon.
on ecruipment, buildings and lot
arrangements.
•10
T,he annual Purchase District
After sandwiches and milk at
PEA contest finals will he held on 12-00 noon at
McCuiston's
Thursday evening at Murray State dairy farm south-east of Murray.
College according to William attention will be elven to Plans
Cherry. of Hopkinsville. vocation- for improving building and lot
;I 1 agriculture supervisor for the arrangements in.sconnection
with
area
decidina on the location of a new
More than eon TEA members barn. Many dairymen are faced
WESTERN KENTUCKY — Inrind their advisors will meet at with these problem decisions as crewing cloudiness and warmer
RSIO in the auditorium on the they increase their dairy herds today with high near 60. Cloudy
fir district finals in parli- and roman(' their feeding, handling and warmer tonigtTY with showers
,ilotary procedure public speak- and mliking onerations.
and possible thunderstorms, low
i"sr impromptu apes.k Mg, TEA
At Rill FA Hendon's dairy farm 40 to 45. Showers and thunderchmmunity
creed sneaking. and individual and in this same
at 1-00 storms ending by evening and
charger musk contexts.
m. the plan which he uses for turning cooler Wednesday.
or
rotation.
"strip
'grazing"
Mixture
IFarming achievement entries
Temperatures at 5 a. m. (CST).:
and chanter seers-tiers,. treasurer. with the use of electric fences will Paducah 37. Lexington 30. BowlProndiscussed.
and
observed
and scraohooks have already been he
ing Green 29. London 28, Covinginelwed Winners in all contests er fertilization, based on soil tests. ton 32, Hopkinsville 33 and Louyear
as
a
means
of
all
land
each
will he introduced and awards
isville 28.
presented at the close of the pro- of maintaining high pasture. hay
Evansville, Ind.. 33,
• ••
will
be
discussed.
and
silage
yields
groin
Huntington, W. Va., 37.
ilharles E. Eldridge. Murray
The !tendon farm is one of about
College High, Pifret)a se TEA rime20 farms in the county on which
TO
'dent will be in charge of the the farmer cooperates with TVA
neogram. He will be asisteri by and the University of
Kentucky
Elciwood Brown, South Marshall, in conducting a Test DefnonstraThe' A A U W. will meet toS I is I e PTA sIre-presIdentan firm farm. As the name implies
Mortran NHS Renten, chairman of this involves "testing mil demon- night at 7:30 u'clock at the home
of Miss Venda 'Gibson. 1.637 West
the Purchase Vocational Agricul-1
Olive
tore -Teacher.
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The new hospital is expected to
A large area is being acquired
the Murray Hospital according' be ready for use within two years.
to Guy Billington. Hospital Board The present hospital will then be
Chairman. This new area is locat- u_sed as a nursing home, for long
ed to the south of the present term patients. and possible nurses
hospital property and extends from quarters for a proposed nursing
school in the new hospital.
Eighth to Ninth streets.
The present building will be
Negotiations are underway now
and the title will be transferred connected with thenew hospital
this week according to Billington. by a tunnel which will extend
The exact area involved was not south from the basement of the
disclosed, however it is a consid- present building.
The present hospital building
erable area and extends into what
was the old Mason's lake. Present will supply laundry service for
property. south of the Murray Hos- the new hospital and the new hospital, is large enough to construct pital will supply kitchen service
the new hosiiital which is expect- for the present hospital.
Residents are pleased to see
ed to get 'underway this sqmsome activity in the area of the
mer.
The new land will not be used new hospital sinse voting the hoc-"
'ember.
for construction purpoaes at the
present time, but will be set aside Harvey, Administritor. explained
for future expansion, parking, or today that much work has to be
done in dealing with state- and
whatever use is called for
The strip of land approximately Federal agencies 'before the "dirt
six acres in area, runs parallel can be turned" III the actual conto the present property. To make struction of the hospital.
it useful, a fill may have to be
made along the edge of the present property and possibly a large
culvert may have to be installed
to handle the water which follows
this natural watershed.
Engineers and surveyors of the
firm of Hollis and Griggs, Paducah, have been working in the
area for the past week.
Their immediate job is to survey the hospital property and to
Six students who won Superior
make a 'plot plan which will be
used in the new hospital program. ratings in the Regional Speech
The next step will be the draw- Festival at MSC in March will
ing of schematic plans by the ar- represent their school this
chitects for review by the Hospital at the State Speech Festival at
Planning Committee headed by Dr. Lexington.
Senior Charles Eldridge will parRalph Woods. After these plans
are approved, the preliminary blue ticipate in extemporaneous .speakprints will be submitted to both ing: Junior Vernon Gantt will
discussion.
state and Federal authorities for
Four freshmen will enter events.
their approval.
The local planning committee Noe Winter and Ed Frank Jeffrey
will work with the architects in will read poetry Helen Crutcher
every phase of the hospital pro- and Kristie Kemper will read editorials.
gram.
These students and those whip
Voters of Murray and Calloway
County voted a tax last November took part in the Regional Festival
which will be used to retire $750,- helped to win the points that placused ed College High second in the re000 in bonds which will
to construct the new 100 bed hos- gion in winning quality points.
With a total of over 100 points
pital. The Federal government, under the Hill-Burton Act, will match College High won second place
the $750.000 raised locally. The and was awarded a framed certitotal of one and one-half million ficate.
In addition to the six Superior
dollars will be spent on the new
hospital for the city and county. ratings the following students helped to win the second place by getting f,xcellent ratings. Hamp
Brooks rated Excellent in two
events--Public Speaking and Interpretative Reading. Greta Brooks
rated Excellent in Public Speaking. Danny Kamp and Don Oliver
had the same rating in Oratory.
Judy Shroat, Jenny Johnson.
Judy Culpepper were rated Excellent in Interpretative Reading.
Kenneth Sinclair rated Excellent
in poetry and Johnny Winter
radio.
Ratinc_s of Good were earned by
Gayle Anderson in radio, Glinda
Jones. in Extemporaneous Speaking. Betty crutcher in poetry, Vandeline McKee! in Monologue. Danny Phillips in Expository Proms
and David Hull and Roland Case
Discussion
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Miss Ann Herron, Assistant Librarian at Murray State College,
will participate in a panel discussion on The New Cataloging Code
at the Saturday miming session
of the Kentucky Library Association's Spring Conference of the
College and Reference Section to
be held at Mammoth Cave April
(...,'
14-15. Miss Herron will interpret ,
„ , . • . -.
the nrinciples used by the Catalog Code Revision Committee of
the Resources and Technical Services Division of the American
—...
library Association in formulating
the new cataloging rules. Other
.
.
panelists are Dr. Ethel Fair. De''' \
.
''''
partment of Library Science. l'niversitY of Kentucky, and Dan King,
Librarian, Kentucky Wesleyan Col.
lege.'
,
Since 1956 the Catalog Code Resision Committee has been work3
s
,
-,• ..s.
ing on the new set of rules. Pre•
*
pared drafts have been distributed
to cataloging specialists at the library of Coneress for suggestions,
•
tfr
and interested library organizations
•
road, including the Cataloging
;tides Subcommittee of the British
t
Library Association, are sharing in
the development of the rules. The
LAND AHOY might well be the •xclemation of Jimmy Howard, Crew Chief of the surveyors at work on the Murray Hospital grounds,
comoleted 'code is scheduled for
The announcement was made today that additional land is being acquired by the hospital to the south of the present property. Looking
publication in 1964.
on with the surveyors are Marvin Page, hospital engineer at the left, Mrs. Lola James, office manager, Mrs. Lucille Ross. R.N., Nursing
Mr David Kaser Director. Joint
Service Supervisor. and Bernard C. Harvey, Administrator.
University Libraries, Nashville, and
Miss Frances Richards, English Department. Western Kentucky State
courtroom. Prisoner's dock, enclosed tn bulletproof
College, are featured speakers at
Iglaas. hi at far left. Spectators' seats are In foreground.
tbe Mammoth Cave two-day meet-
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JERUSALEM
The Eichmann trial at a glance
Defendant: Adolf Eichmann, 55,
former SS colonel under Heinrich
Himmler, responsible for the -final solution of the Jewish problem" under the Nazi regime.
The ('barge : 15-count indictment
accusing Eichmann of crimes against humanity and crimes against
the Jewish people in the murder
of six million Jews.
The Place: Courthouse in the
Israeli sector of the divided city
of Jerusalem.
Penalty
Conviction: Life imprisonment or death by hanging.
Probable Length of Trial: Several months.
Judges: Moshe Isradau presiding. Benjamin Halm, Yitzhak Raevh. Majority rules.
Prosecutor: Israeli Atty. Gen. Gideon Hausner.
Defense Attorney: Robert ServMies of Cologne. Germany.
Prosecution's Main Argument:
Eichmann deliberately carried out
systematit slaughter of Jews.
Defense's Main Argument: Eichmann acted as a soldier under
orders from superiors; Israel has
no right to try him because it did
not exist at the time the alleged
crimes were committed.

On

•

urderer Of Six
Ilion Goes On
I for His Life
•

By HARRY FERGUSON
nIted rot.. InIrogAlinost.I

JERUSALEM Or —Adolf Eichmann went on trial today on charges of being history's worst mass
murderer.
Whatever happens to him he is
not going to the gallows by default He has a fighting lawyer in
Robert Servatius. a West German
from Cologne who opened up by
demanding that the court of three
Israeli judges specially set up to
try Eiehmann disqualify itself and
declare the proceedings illegal.
Servatius Is a thickaet, squareJawed nn with an international
reputation. He, was on the defense
staff at the Nuernberg war crimes
trial and was perfectly at home in
the midst of today's events here.
His bold move obviously caused
concern in the 'prosecution amp.
Gideon Hatisner, the attorney general of Israel. wheeled up All the
ammunition he could gather to
counter the defense arguments.
Hausner started sneaking before
the lunch recess. He resumed in
the afternoon, quoting every possible legal precedent he could find.
When court adjofirned he still was
9
talking and he will resume
o'clock Wednesday morning.

at

Eiebmann, a Hatdish pasty-faced. broken man 55 years old, went
courton trial this morning in
house inside a fortress patrolled
from cellar th roof by hundreds nf
Israeli soldiers armed with submachine guns.
After It years in hiding

a

jail Eichmann walked into public
view when he entered the bullet
proof glass defendant's box in the
court room at t358 am. (1:58 a.m.
I
EST), Except for a moment of
apparent nervousness as he first
Census — Adult ..
35
looked about the cnurt room
Census — Nursery
8
through heavy horn-rimmed glasAdult Beds
65
ses the accused mass murdered
Emergency Beds
20
was still very much
Nazi colPatients admitted
3
onel.
Patients dismissed
0
Stands Ramrod -Stiff
New Citizens
.
.....
1
During the long reading of the Patients admited from Friday
indictment against him, he stood
m. ta Monday 1.00 a. m.
ramrod-stiff, hands at his side, his
Mrs. Jerry Overby and baby girl.
eyes riveted on the three judges 721 Sycamore; Mrs. Billy Swift,
who will decide his fate. Once or Route I. Alm.; Mrs. Earl Nanny,
twice he swayed slightly but oth- 1306 Farris; Mrs. Gracie Cook,
erwise he was like a waxen image Model. Tenn.; Roger Oliver. Rt.
with t a flicker of emotion.
4, Benton; Rodney Oliver, Rt. 4,
His hair line is receding, but he Benton; Mrs. James Dallas Willwas neatly grosined, freshly shav- oughby and baby boy, Waldrop
ed and dressed in a dark gray
• e- Geor
205 No,
suit sent to him by his wife from 2nd.; Mrs. Ted Potts and twins,
Argentina.
boy and girl; Cross Spann. 109 W.
Six hundred pet-sons milled a- Main; Prince Green, Rt. 4: Miss
round outside a wire fence that Gertha Lowery. 805 Poplar: Mrs.
protects the courthouse.
Milton Donelson and baby boy,
The courtroom itself looks like 803 Vine; Miss Jo Elaine Greene,
a small town movie theater and Box 760, College Stn.; Clayton
that is what it will be when this Orr, Rt. 4.
trial is over. It is Jerusalem's new
dismissed from Firdai
community center.
MOO a. m. to Monday II:00 a. m.
Eiehmann w a s Adolf Hitler's
Mrs. Wilburn Henson, Rt. 4,
"traffic officer" charged with the Benton; Willie Brewer, Rt. 3, Big
murder of 6 million persons—the Sandy, Tenn.; Miss Florence RobContinued
erts, Rt. 3; Mrs. Ronald Hampton
and baby boy, Hazel, Mrs. Leonard
Pritchett and baby boy, Dexter;
Mrs. Glover McIsemore, 1629 W.
Main; John Rowlett, Poplar St.;
The Kirksey PTA will meet
Continued on Page Six
at the school
•M=./gMag.•••
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Rev. Billy G. Tumor
Rev. Billy G. Tomer, pastor of
the Scott's Grove Baptist Church
will be the evangelist for revival
services beginning at the church
on Wednesday night April 12 and
continuing through April 16. Bro.
Turner became pastor of the church in December 1960. coming from
the North Fork Baptist Church in
Henry County. Tennessee.
He ittended the Baptist Bible
Institute
Mayfield and at the
present time is attending Murray gState College.

in

Bro. Turner is a native of Coldwatersond is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. 'Jennings Turner of Mayfield.
Ile and his wife the former Lame Jones of near Lynn Grove. live
at 1112 Sycamore street. They have
two children Steve and Brenda.
The public is invited to these revival
which will be held
each night at 7:30. The nursery
will be open for small ctuldren

aervices

Alton Ellis Applys
For Device Patent
Alton Ellis, of the Ellis Pdmp
and Pipe Company said today that
he is applying for patents On a
device which is designed to reduce
the acidity of well water in the
bottom of a well before it enters
the pumping system
Ellis said that it is known that
acid water does tremendous damage to water pumps, water heaters, and plumbing fittings annually in thia part of tbe state He also
said that 90 per cent of the water
wells between Kentucky'Lake and
the Mississippi River produce
with a low PH factor, (acid
water).
Moat neutralizers a r e located
between the primp and the appliance. he said, thus the acid water
hatrns the pump itself. His submersible type neutralizer is Prmimics! an d
all well owners
have one, he said.
They require no attention to
operate. Production has already
started and they should
full

wa-

ter

pmcluctiou

said.

•

•

be in
in 30 to BB days, he
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sirsolh SY.
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girl of mystery, Eva Marie
Saint, in "North By Northwest,"
new MGM thriller produced and
cinwted by Alfred Hitchcock.
James Mason also stars in a
spine-tinglIng drama mixing ronuince, suspense and espionage.
Starts Weanesday at the Murray
Drive-In Theatre.

II. 19A1

Times File

Twenty-nine graduates and former students of Murray High School and two faculty members of the 1920
class met in the home of Mr. and Mrs. George Hart Monday night following a gronp attendance of the • meeting
at the First Christian Church.
The occasiOn was prompted by the presence of a fellow cLuismate. Rev. J. Wayne Drash, pastor of the FinChtistian Church in Birmingham. Alabama, who is coi
ducting the preaching mission here.

Palmer Hold* Gallery In Second masters Round — Defending champion Arnold
irom amidst a crowd to the r-econd roma! of Hie Maathes Gold
Palmer chip,
. The 4-to-f favorite, Palmer tied Smith Africa's Gary
at
Augusta
ent
Tourimm
1 37 total. Player shot a 4-mider par dB and Palmer
Player after :Ill holes w'Ll_11 a ,
a 69 in the second roltA. •
"good veins" at the bend of the
elbow. I was on my way to giving my first pint of blood.
The scene Was the blood donor
pop of Lenox Hill Hospital. I
'hardly had the mace to myself.
In addition to the nurses on duty,
there were 15 of us set to donate
within a five-hour period one of
the rare blood types needed for
BY GAY PAULEY
a woman we'd never met. All we
UPI Woman's Editor
that she was to have
NNW YORK MPE — The nurse knew was
-the
ap my sleeve 'and tied a an operation of heart surgery
—that at east 15
length of rubber tubing tightly next morning
pints uf her rare wood type snout('
above my elbow.
said. "Good be on hand for the operation.
"Ummin," she
veins:
I got involved in giving because
With that remark can* the fast I recenUy had .vnitten about the
three
of
one
into
iao of a Amite
Rare Blood Club, sponsored by
the Knights ot Pythias' Aasociatett
Health Foundation. The club members are rare bacon types who are
donate for free when
willing
there is a need.

MK BLOOD
TO
A.-Carman. chairman of the board of directors of th.. ALSO UFT
that
ea
today
ean,
anraninc
'alluway County Fair AssOciat
he directors have voted to raise - 5:10,000 to acquire a per- TR DONOR

.ar

nanent site for the county fair.
111iss Ann Farmer of Murray Training School rated
trst in the Cancer speaking contest held at ithe court house
-Saturday afternoon.
Levenia Jones of Miirray Thinner( Schloob wigs% elected
.0. the second vice-president of the Patblih iMtridt of
:he FHA at a meeting in Rerritand .z.4aturdtOit

Read The'Ledger's Clasifieds
* *

*

* * * * * * *•* * * *
PAUL HORGAN'S
GREAT HISTORICAL
NOVEL

•

WI

.•

of life," a nurse said. "This giving is the common denominator."
She didn't say. but I know know
what it all ia—it's a tremendous
spiritual uplife. and an unseen" tie
with someone you've never met.
The hospital told me later that
most of the 15 donors were on
the telephone after "our" patient
had surgery to find how she was
doing We. all were relieved, I
know. when the word was, "Patten! getting along splendidly

bord'nate thrin err-,
put of nand- bett • s,
for days
111APPI
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'TelephoneTalk
1!
OW
O. K. JO,,INSTON

'TIME TO
SEE A
SHOW!
VARSITY: "Girl of the Night,"
feature 97 minutes, starts at: 1:14,
3:06, 5:02, 6:56, and 8:49.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN: Last times
tonight "The Bat," feature 95
minutes, starts at 7:15 and 9:15.

Your Telephon• Manager

star in

ON STAGE: TI-IF PRINCESS! There's a new
show business with a bright future, we think. The Princess
phone! Recently a white Princess phone was conneeted
in the dressing room of the 54th Street Theatre in New
This hit
York for "Bye Bye Birdie" star Chita Rivera.
scene
musical also uses 30 Princess phones in a musical
Follies
Ice
current
the
addition,
In
"The Telephone Hour".
in one of its
touring the country features the Princess
the Princess
word,
a
acts. For a "star" that doesn't say
seems to

be doing pretty well! 19-

SPRING IS HERE! Like the Spring, your Tele-

by United Pram Intermitting!
Qiieen Catherine de Medici at
one time decreed that ladies of

phone Company is presenting new things and all
in colors. Besides the Princess, we have the Bell
Chime which gives you a choice of ringing or

the Prench eourt must adhere to
a standard woes: measurement of
13 inches.

chimes for your telephone. And now for our newest spring item—the Home Interphone which allows you to talk between areas in your home and
even answer the door from any telephone in the
house. The Home Interphone is a complete communication SYstern :-or tile modern hone. 'Why not
drop by Our Office or give us a call for complete

There are six rare types, making up aa per cent of the •national
population.. I happen' to be Anegative, a type found in five per
cent of the population.,

information.

"Sure," said I, at the Lnie, "sigh
me up." I forgot about register't
until the other day when the bio
bank called. Could I be at Lebo:.
Bill to help supply A- neg for
patient?

• • •

"GFSL OF THE NIGHT"
-si.1

-

r

Anne Francis

I could. Then I got a case
nerves. Would giving olond huv
Like millions of persons I hate
the sight of a neddle. I learned
later that it is .the dread beforehand that gets to you — like thi•
Mead of 'lacing the dentist's dri..
Because, other than for that quick
thrust of the needle, there is no
pain. And the jab is over before
you can say "Ouch." 1 had no
reaction physically-only spiritually. The nprses said there rarely
are ,my after-effects. The hospitals
and Red Cross see to that by giving you a physical checkup first.
At Lemor Hill, they took my
pulse and temperature, checked
my hemoglobin. my blood promsure, listened to my respiratory
sy,tem, checked my heart beat,
and asked a Variety of question,-Have you ever had jaundice?"
"When was you:. last pregnancy'!"
"Do you have a cold or other Infection?" -Have you had, or do
you have, any venereal disease''
Must Pass Checkup
All these gIVC an indication of
the state id your nealth. If ift
below par, you go home without

al

Th

NOW YOU KNOW

Six.Types

MiC

West Main

Cary Grant tails in love with a

-..ay
Ten Years Ago Tod
Ledger

PRICES!

EVERY DAY LOW

WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=

Now, girls-this is ifyi
;
Cut coif your Father

IVOMESDAY and THURSDAY —

j

has had this year.",
• 6-

a—

mMI

• • •

explodes ,n a dramatic
bombshell!

APRIL IS CANCER CRUSADE MONTH and this Is
just a reminder that there are two ways you can help the
American Cancer Society conquer the cancer problem.
First, by periodic check-ups for you and your family.
.
Second, by giving as generously as you can. I hope that
each of you will join with me in helping tight this disease
that could strike any of us at any time,

Alltilb/S-6/6

/NEI III

1111

•

donating.
If the physician rinds you're
okay, you're ready to be one of
the anal percentage supplying
medical coirrice with the blond It
needs to save
'-Don r, crime- from :all walks
- -

iULI SIZE DODGE &ART

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY A DART INSTEAD OF A LANCER

... OR VICE-VERSA

In buying a new Dodge, there's only one big deci
What sue,compact or standard? Dart ion top) is a full-size
Dmtge priced model for model with Ford and Chevrolet.

new compact Dodge Lancer. There are
three differences between them. Size: Dart is the bigger.
Appearance: obvious. And price. We've already established Dart's. Lancer's is about the same as Comet,
Falcon and Corvair. Otherwise they're mechanical twins
Below is our

V

STANDARD OR COMPACT

YOU GET A GREAT DE At WITH

With a unitized, rust•proofed body. A superbly•contmlled
ride called Torsinn•Aire. A battery saving alternator.
And lots more. Pick the Dodge that fits you best. Get it at
the lowest possible price. What could be fairer than that?
yew present ear A gioseish
teed $250 retail value Gel lull ainettitety fres sksyty by title, a
IV le a Dodge rev sink at any Doles keno diselarkielbs Mg
"Ookkis Key" eseeer. Oh, sisirsi midnight, April 30, 1961,

'Art TIE CLIP IGNITION KfT to

•

Eltsabeth Tailor
111 1/1 . ,r-C14
.:1•
Terlow
i!,
diary.), 'Flepharrt VValk."
art,..; W. d•,e.elay at the V

Tricirtre. Peter Fag.:1
"Litt;

DEPENDABLE DODGE DEALER
SEE THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN KEYS — YOUR

- 303 S 4th St ,

TAYLOR MOTORS INC.
41.

is

1
41,

1
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,
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•

•
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President Kennedy Makes Long Ceremonial
Toss And Washington Is First To Occupy Tenth

11Kery

RE

!reason for baseball, but the chainNew
I pion Pittsburgh Pirates arid
today
This may by 4 "new, frontier" York Yankees start play
By NORMAN MILLER
eel

S2.25

s
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H. I'll
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- Lotions

.30 —

MAJOR LEAGUE SCOREBOARD
by I olled

Cincinnati
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
St- Louis
San Francisco

Intenuttlootal

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tr

W. T..

G.B.

Pet

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
00
0 0

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

tollow Baseball In The Ledger and Times

1 0 1.000
Chicago
0 0 .000
BaLtimcrre
0 0 .000
with the same old lineups that Boston
0 0 .000
were good enough to win them Cleveland
0 0 .000
Detroit
pennants in 1960
0 0 .000
Monday's Results
The new er a of expansion, Kansas City
0 0 .000
No games scheduled:
launched Monday when the new LOS Angeles
.000
0 0
Todays Games
Washington Senators made a 4-3 Minnesota
0 0 .000
(1960 won-lost records in parenlosing debut against the Chicago New York
1
.000
theses)
White Sox in the nation's capital, Washington ... . 0 0
DR. X-RAY HAS THE ANSWER!
Monday's Results
Chicago at Cincinnati — Hobble
gets into full swing today when
Th.see Wirers 0441144414
OE TROT 44,51 Tess
mot
MY 00.5 BOO'S' SoCW
nes NAMUR elASSK
la ow VW
(16-20) vs. O'Toole (12-12).
Vim WAILER
tile 16 other clubs open their 1961 Chicago 4 Washington 3
VE SoRUNK TO GET
ONLY ARMOUR aloes YOU
114S. ONLY COFAPACT FOR 51%
MI 1431FIK
lissitom
INTO TMFSE 'LOW
Only game scheduled.
St. Louis at Milwaukee — Broglie
6-5001155'
A FULL TARO OF MEAOROQU.
season.
iwymersistalrot
OR;PGE CARS'
CAT TO ROOF
(21-9) vs. Spahn (21-10).
Today's Games
For the most pert the opening NONT
O.:m.1
(opal
(1960 won-lost records in paren- Pittsburgh at San Francisco —
day pitching assignments were en34 5
*amidst Classic 360
Friend (18-12) vs. Jones (18trusted to such old hands as Robin theses)
......34 5 N 0
Cli•vrolet
331 33 9
14)
Ford ..........
Roberts, Warren Spahn, Whitey Kansas City at Boston — Herbert
3 33 5
Plymouth . — . . 33
(14-15) vs. Monbouquette (14- Philadelphia at Los Angeles, night
335 327
Ford and Bob Friend.
Falcon & COMA
-HO 136
11)
—Roberts (12-16) vs. Drysdale
fecal &
But the inaugural day lineups
S9
..... .33.5 131
Car ..lancet
Coo"
Ramos
(15-14)
33t 331
also will include approximately 16 Minnesota at New York —
Vahan'&
(11-18) vs. Ford (12-9).
Wednesday's Games
rookies eager to live up to the
.AI 5.11A5 BOORS AT MOT *051.11 CUTLER
impressive showing made Monday Los Angeles at Baltimore — Grba Philadelphia at Los Angeles, nifht
(6-4) vs. Pappas (15-11)
Pittsburgh at San francisco
in Washington by a presidential
Only games scheduled.
DID YOU KNOW—most people
rookie named John Fitzgerald Cleveland at Detroit — Perry (1810) vs. Bunning (11-14).
Kennedy.
believe all compacts are small inside,
Only games scheduled.
President Kennedy made one of
those trying a Classic are amazed
but
Wednesday's Games
the longest ceremonial tosses on
at its big-car room, with more frontre, night
at
Baltimo
Angeles
Los
and
season
new
record to start the
seal headroom than any Big 3 make,
Chicago at Washington, night
then set back among the crowd of
scheduled.
games
Only
including the highest priced? Compare
Mickey
r
manage
26,725 to watch
club
ball
the advantages over other cars as
novice
Vernon and his
NATIONAL LEAGUE
shown in the illustrated Car X-Ray
take on the White Sox.
1 1 GB
,
W
1.
The Senators promptly showed
Books,free at Rambler dealers.
0 0 .000
Chicago
the President and fellow fans a
s
Congres
that
giveaway program
In other AL games, the Detroit
"This Rambler Classic is America's only mi‘lclle-si:ed car!"
never would have dared to pass. Tigers host the Cleveland Indians,
four
made
club
The Washington
and the Boston Red Sox entertain
errors to lose the game and be- the Kansas City A's. Washington
•
octo
ever
come the first club
and Chicago are idle.
cupy 10th place in the American
The Los Angeles Dodgers, pickLeague standings.
ed by many to win the NL penMad• Throwing Error
nant, are expected to draw the
six
after
3-2
Washington led
largest home crowd when they
baseman
first
innings only to have
take on the Philadelphia Phillies
Dale Long make a throwing error in Tuesday's only night game. A
Pete
catcher
in the seventh and
crowd of about 50,000 should be
Daley follow suit in the eighth to on hand when Don Drysdale (15the
with
Sox
present the White
14) opposes the veteran Robin
runs that won the game. Reliever Roberts (12-16).
credit
Frank Baumann received
In other NL games, the Milwau- and relax, visit with your fri•
for the Chicago victory while Dick kee Braves entertain the St. Louis
ends and neighbors, chances
Donovan was the loser.
Cardinals and the Chicago Cubs,
are some of them will be here.
Back to the Pirates and Yan- under "head coach" Vedic Himsl,
kees: Both clubs will stand pat meet the Reds at Cincinnati. The * LOTS OF WASHERS
with last season's lineups, at least Braves-Cards game pits last sea* PLENTY OF DRYERS
for a while.
son's only two 21 game winners,
* BARRELS OF HOT
reare
The Pirates, who oddly
Spahn starting for Milwaukee and
SOFT WATER
ceiving only lukewarm support to Ernie Broglio for St. Louis.
repeat as NL pennant winners,
Play ball!
ML BRAN S
Rambler Classic Custom,6 or V-8
open against the San Francisco
Operated Laundrette
Coin
Bob
Coast.
Giants on the West
DOUBLE RECORD
.
0.
o.say :4
y1
Friend, 18-12 last season, is due
01
WASHINGTON (121) — Walter 434
to start for the Pirates.
No other car is built like, saves like, lasts
Johnsen, who had a 25-20 record
call
the
Sam Jones (18-14) gets
in 1916, was the last major league
the
launch
Like the ChKsic with Rambler Excellence
for the Giants, who
pitcher to win and lose 20 games
Ph. PL 3-9181
207 So. 7th .
season with four new faces. These in the same season.
• DEEP-DIP RUSTPRO0E-1NC,up to roof, lasts longest
We Are Also a Pickup Station
are manager Al Dark: third baseNVorld standard
For
man Harvey Kuenn, obtained in a
• RATTLE-FREE,all-welded Single-Unit construction
THE UNMATCHABLE!'
ofcompact car
winter trade with Cleveland: and
car
free
troublemost
ST. LOUIS (UPS — A contest
•PROVED LOWEST UPKEEP—voted
rookies Charlie Hiller at wound conducted by the St Louis Hawks
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savings
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ing
outstand
MY,
IME
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D
•
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the
and Tom Haller behind
of the National Basketball MaoNG
CLEANI
DRY
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The Yankees semi a new regime ciatem
as at
of "The Urunatchables" for the Seine Prices and Specials
Murray, Ky.
under Ralph Houk, who replaces
515 So. 12th
Store!
Pettit,
Street
4th
the
Bob
of
line
front
team's
Casey
the eminently successful
Cliff Hagan and Clyde Lovellette.
Stengel. Ole Care' guided the club
to 10 pennants and 7 world championships during the past 12 sea••-....
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his throwing-arm,
▪ NEW SEASON - NEW PITCHER — Cocking
baseball campaign
President Kennedy sets thir 1961 major league
throw of two
on its road with a "high hard" first pitch. His first
Rivera whose
Jim
er
outfield
Sox
White
Chicago
by
in
was hauled
the opener.
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s
Senator
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organize
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LOUISVILLE GUESTS
GO SHERATON...

TUT YOUR DUDS
IN OUR SUDS'

St

your Telelings and all
iave the Bell
if ringing or
for our newne which alur home and
phone in the
mnplete cornme. Why not
for complete

the same
.Pend love it! Two famous hotels give you
that
service
ding
outstan
and
enlivening hospitality
They are
characterize Sheraton Hotels everywhere.
onvenient
ideally located in downtown Louisville—c
finest
city's
the
And
s.
theater
and
shops
s
fabulou
to
and
Tavern
Porter
Jim
n's
dining is yours in the Sherato
you're
r
Whethe
Room.
Henry
Manse
on's
the Watters
stay, or
in Louisville for business or pleasure, a week's
Hotel.
on
Sherat
a
at
stop
to
sure
be
a shopping trip,
Fur'registered guests:

*FAMILY PLAN

*FREE PARKING
Overnight
parking for
registered guests.

No room charge for
children under 14
in room with adults.
For reservations, call: JU 4-4141
LEONARD HANCOCK, Director of Sales

Ti and this Is
u can help the
neer problem.
I your family.
n. I hope that
At this disease
.

SHERATON HOTELS IN LOUISVILLE
THE SHERATON

One Hour Martinizing

Hatcher Auto Sales, Inc.
'11
;16.F.FAIMAT•••

90115.

Will Start Ford
Houk steals a page teen the old
the
'Manager's book by starting
in
crafty Ford. 12-9 last season,
ntthe opener against the transpla
York.
ed Minnesota Twins at New
MinnesoPedro 1Ramos (11-18) is

NOW at

ta's choice.

THE WATTERSON

WALNUT NEAR FIFTH

'FOURTH AT WA,

Get'Rambler
Excellence

the
The Los Angeles Angels
In the
other of the new clubs
wing
expanded 10-team AL, take
Baltimore.
at
Orioles
the
against

11— IlL.?

F IL3 IR. 1%1

SAVE 50%
PAINTING COST
J. G. CHEMIST FACTORY PAINT STORE
Of Your
acturing and selling paints in
manuf
of
year
3rci
its
s
Announce
direct from
'Calloway County. Where you the public can buy
dretailers
an
the manufacturere and pocket the wholesale
profit, 50%.
(
per gal.
)Reg.

NCER

V

.150
l',OUTSIDE WHITE HOUSE PAINT,

only $3.25

patnt life- and the white pigMade from Acrylic Resins that give longer
years. Special breather
ment Titanium Pioxide that stays white for many
ms. Easy to apply quick
proble
ing
blister
paint
with
homes
type ml it for
• dryilig.
per gal.

•

•
y-controlIed
alternator.
!st. Get it at
r than that?

only $3.50
130 INTERIOR ROOM COI ORS, REG. $6.50 -the
1961 room colors
lameo your every ecolor taste come to see
minute drying,
, Wallboards, wallpap er, wood, etc. Thirty
plaster
cover
"to
per gal.
"limitable, easy to 89'14Y.

, Glossy
Paints for Fences, Barnes, Cabins
Ocoside Trim, Brushes and Roller Sets.

Paints for

the

Kitchen, Bathroom,

5, SATURDAYS TIL NOON
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 8 to

Irra,Y, Ky.

It's the NEW carpet by LEES that has EVERYTHING!
You'll count Its'gassing=
• hard wearing
• instant cleaning

only 4400

basements, with moisture
Extra tough enraniel for cement floors and switnming pools and etc.
toys,
oil
.1
er
problems. Wood Porch, Machin
--- ALSO —
•

Happy the Day you put Lees
"HappT Day" carpet on your Boors
It's Lees luxury crafted of
Dupont 501 nylon.

Wonlen to

1-22 PAINT, REG. $8.00

rsr. A waren.
ty by tittimy
doily tha big
iril 30, 1961,

one-of
y"... those
heavenly carpets
by LEES"

• distinctive beauty

Murray, Kentucky

•

..•••••41'•

• permanently mothproof

•
os,

.
-OA

''"'•••••

5.5

•

"

• remarkable buy at

$995
$

J -G CHEMISTS
Industrial Road

' ',Nee

Day

Phone PL 3-3228

'heavenly carpets
...

1•1:fiej
•

•q. yd..
by

the rr -nth

.0

•

LEDOER & TIMES — MURRAY.

SOW*

pa t

44%4
,
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cLeAnit3 mucks

c One of Mat
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RUG
COMING TO MURRAY!

Saar% Ambigua% palm aglim•
No.# riled up the remnant
of flag-statt to bower up

,Hou.se

the Murray Woman's Club
with the Murray Auxiliary
Cott as hostess. Registration will
start at 12 taloa and luncheon at
1 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Ace McReynolds 2E15 North 10th.
Monday, April 17
• • • • •
The FounciaUunal nutaias School
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Class will meet at the home of
nwet in the home of Mrs. Mac
Mrs. John N. Purdom at 7:30
Thomas Tarry, 104 Ncrth 12th, at
2.30 p.m. with Mrs. Melus Linn as
hostess.
The Frwridalusi Sunday School
• • • •
Class of the First Baptist Church,
Thursday. April 13
Mrs. E. C. Junes, teacher, will
The Golden Circle Sunday
have as Mother-Daughter BanSchool Class of the First Baptist
quet at She Woman's eilab blouse
Church will meet at the home of
at 6.30 pm. Re.serrationa should
Mrs. Ball Wyatt, 1163 Elm, at 730
tie made with your group Q101.1613
pm.
lay laW Saturday.
,at

Social Calendar
Tuesday. April 11
The Dorcas and Ruth Sunday
School Classes of She First Baptist
Church will have a potluck supper at the church at 630 p.m.
• • • • •

Stars and Stripes for formal surrender of Fort lkuntsr.
April 14. 11161. The flag bad been nailed to•map-plass
after being shot down repeatedly In the Sahel toroliamilp
'wilt that began at 4:341a.ro. April
Ifoliallatig the asoilulation, April 13. news weal Outs "No amsa woos best in
Sumter by the fire at the'maw.It to
by Meal*
cesakmists that no inert were kilkid of
en theta
side." The powder keg of Use was ragiastsdalAthesa IMMO
diate casualties.
A snob attack on Massachusetts heaps saellag Dimes
Baltimore to Washington, April
Oa Band
bloodshed in the struggle that artartilkied MOO ciesum.
tired cumbatants and counUess
MOM

The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
WSCS of the First Methodist Churth will meet with Mrs Gladys
Ether-ton on Route two 'at ninethirty o'clock in the morning.
• • • • •
The Lydian Sunday School Class
of the First Baptist Church will
meet at the lake cottage of Mrs.
Harry Jenkins at 6:30 p.m. Mrs.
The South Murray Homemakers
Rudy McDougal, captain, with Club !win meet in the home of
Group VI is in charge of the ar- Mrs. Ann T. Cavitt at one-thirty
rangements.
o'clock in the afternoon.
• • • •
• • • • •
Circles et the Rhanan's M.ssittrio
ui
4 IV of the `Cfniitkitili Wo7 the Fest Etaptst Merl Veltowship of die' First
ary Society
ri*et as follows:, 14 Christi.in (I* ch will megt with
Church w
artes Illakter'atnal Mrs "ohn
with Mrs.
rterrrions at 10:30
Pireersat 10:411
with Mrs. L
•: •
a.m.; iii with Nirs.1‘ L.(Boviden
,
I
•
.
arid IV with ?As: Lu er pains at I
i
FlidiMi
4ril iat
2.30 pin.
Or- , Tile Nor 11‘iukay Kome-snakers
Alio-ray Stag chapter$o.
'Club'will met at the lime Of Mrs.
der of the Evterri Star ill old its
Crarford at 1:$0 p.m.
c Hall thathe
regular rtieedpg 4 the
•,• • • •
at 7:30 wm.
,
.14ril 131A
__.) g•baliPY, 41)
* • • • •
tip Captai4 Wendell Oury chap4
i!
lgr af the DAR will meet et the
Aartil 12
kE•111411 at Mrs. W. P. Roberts with
The Wesnall CluI
Methodist Church will meet in Mrs. Charles C. Wilson as rubtostess
the home of Mrs. Ace McRey- at 230 p.m.
nolds. 205 North Tenth, at sevenSunday. Aaril 16
thirty o'clock in the evening.
• • • • •
The 42nd annual spring conThe Wesleyan Circle of the First ference of the First District AmtsMethodist Church will inset at 7 30 wan Legion Auxiliary will be held
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Homemakers lesson
Given To Le0ders

Peacock Pei Obanere win be in tow; go weak
ivictiu PIO up Your rv404114.410 NIP for 01°preirgear
'low mule will be returobd La two weelia—looking ul
likaeuerA"
baol aseitilkie piek-up said delivery service
free!
Also. 01110d eleauara .. with equipmeht to 40

on hse.atieo work .. . w111 give yoo a tree
or c
YAW' woll-to-woll oorpe•Um and

tar.—in your home.
would lam our matt to can evt Yrl
o iriMIS
the Couposk btlow I Clip sad anti,

teggsli

ur

:treason"'
1•1

fill

iird of
yes tte.1
derma la New
t orn. Actual
%pato et the tort
ohm Rebels took
pesariodea la at
right. Anderson
an promoted to
brigadier geseral
and give'ss a command Iii Kentucky. Us retired
with disabilities
In 1501. but was
at N4U414•1* alien
S. flag was res
raised in 1465.

iit

If you

P•aeses

4.j,

WISOAPOli

•Ilsookrini
• 9701.4

-

• tdeili Pronfilas
• We Storrska
• Now Pothitusi
• Carrot Lorioi

ik

54,

1.

• Re wavily'

The major projia. leaders of
Calloway County ir Homemakers
met Wednesday to receive the
lesson on "Picture, Framing"
go.en by Mrs. Baqigha Wrather,
home dernonstratson agent.
president in the absence of Mrs.
Good picture framing includes
Boyd Ntirsworthy, secretary of
good taste, proportion and craftsBible study. The minutes of the
manahip. A safe practwe is to
last meeting were read by Mrs.
keep the frame simple, especially
Baron Palmer. New and old busCur beginners. The appearance of
iness was discussed after which
The Woman's Society of christ- the benediction was given.
any picture is unpro,....ci by the
ice of the Kirksey Methoright frame, Mrs. Wrather said.
P.
rm. met Thursday. April
Attending the meeting
en •t 10 a.m. fur,
Mrs. Richard Armstrong.
•
.
it
••
S.
Ernest Madre,y, Penn), Mrti
Collins, Paris Road, Mrs. T •
dear a.....V-A
it'
7
,
•••
,
,
91 .
Pqaurbon of
Ler Anniaronig, Lynn Grove;
rio^
mi
teaspoon of
Jess Hale, Mrs. lrus
• •••
Hazel, Mrs. Bob Moore,
roct.
•
rt
James Faster, West HAU
.
‘
° •0`
Gene Cole, Mrs. Robby st••';'"
Suburlaan, Kra. Will
Lunch was serv
at the, urch.
Murray; Mrs. Noble F
a, Mrs.
hour
e reshowing the
Van Burnett, Coldwa
called
gular WSCS nit ins w
Mrs. Ronne J
New
to order by the presid t, Mrs.
cord, Mrs. J. R. Sm , Mrs. •
Miss
rystellel
Hansel Ezell. wi
Bechvell, Wadesbo
Mrs.
utry Palmer giving
devot nal from i
asraa
McReynolds. Mrs Kills R. Pas- Luke 1033-42.
crudi, Pleasant Grove, Mrs. Bill
-Woma'n's Changing Iterfes" was
Wrather, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Har- the theme of the program. Those
ris Grove, Mrs. Keraneux Owens, taking part wire Mrs. Johnson
Mrs. Clyde Colson, South Murray: Easley. Miss Mary Reid, liii
Mrs. Larry Dumas, Mrs. Newman Lowell Palmer, Mrs Paul
Concord Road
lirneroberger, Dexter; Mrs. J. A. Jones,land Mrs. Headley Swift.
Outland, Pottertown_
The-Able study was led by o

Kiriesey WSCS has
Meeting Thursday
At the Church

Cagasaate Stuck
New Carrot* and
IttfitiKastiCKI UPlin Request

Rogo

-3011TIVII UMW= An MST 1110=5.11 IWO
CLEANING FIRM"

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. Haruki Ke50te4ra
of Alton, Iliizisii apsiounce the arrival at a tune pound twelve
ounce daughter, ?Mills Ann. Tha
woos lout ties Lao- grandparents
and three grt rasidparects.
Mr am***ffamie Waldrope ofo
Murray are
1 grandparents. Mrs.,
rraway and
Mrs. Mortice
p'alsu of Marra., are great gtikepfaret04.r

•••
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Bucy's Building Supplies
PLase 3-5712

L
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talented
go-fogethers for
day.tlese,
date-Woes play-WEAL..

a
BC14MA/411 OliCAUP-(llairds check a owns* journaIV
c.recOntoila at gate of the building in Jerusalem where A
' Eichnsami will stand trial. Note guard cia roof, too.
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!belles. Now is the time
smart graduates choose
a sterling pattern and
,'start their service . • .'.....
'because they'll have more
, by their wedding day! ,
Come in and select your,i
pattern from our
.collection of the finest)
(

STERLING
•
TiOicerso START YOUR PATTERN win( A SINGLI
slap sasos. !bows are log rise- lemmas! .0.1 me

$3q110 $7m
_

STYLE SHOP
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WON VIVI

LFDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

- APIIIL 1 I, IPA!

I

prayer.
Tommy, Loyd and Author

CARD OF THANKS

eliassaesisessires

son.

1CK

WPM 111111TAY-OALLOWAY ODUNTY

MS ARE

RAY!
bow; tke WWI
vable rule far ex-

two woolta-isoltaa.rv-

mid delivery

actultuaost to 0
au a free ftti.te

, BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
,& Salsa & Servicse

Ledger & Tunes .... PL 3-1916

TOOL RENTAL
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
itk. 3-5617
Roth
Tillers
Mowers and
Ky. Lake Oil Co. . . PL 3-1323
Jobbers Shell 011 Products
DRUG STORES

PAINT STORES

PL 3-2547

.

ScolP Drugs

k

PL 3-3234

OFFICE SUPPLIES

PL 3-1916

Lsdger & Tunes

Aud

rew;414t...

MENS CLOTHING
Braham-Jackson

Tidwell Paint Stare

FURNITURE STORES
Morgan's ?'urn. Mart

PRINTING

PL 3-2403

Ledger & Times .

GROCERY STOCES

iag

PL 3-3080

AM

Whiteway Service Sta. PL 3.9121
Starks Hdw.

PL 3-1227

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

INSURANCE

animates

,
pkk.

•0•49 ID be climbed
Me to he clamed I

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
'in. Insurance .... PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times

OW GOLD
'
LOST: LADIES YELL
Bulova watch near Dr. WaYne's
office. Phone PL 3-3002. Reward
al3c
if found.

WOMAN - Imagine every-

body's surprise in Beaverton,
Ont., when 35-year-old Clarence Germain (ab)ve) was
arrested on a drunk drivtrig
charge, and then waa found
to be a woman. Until then.
everyone in Beaverton, Including • married Water,
thought Clarence was a man.

•

EXTRA NICE PHILCO refrigerator
and Westinghouse electric range. PAINT UP FOR SPRING. NEW
Can be seen at 204 South 4th St., colors, hundreds of them a. GamPL 3-1910
allc
phone PL 3-1413. Easy terms can bles next to Jeffrey's.
al2c
be arranged

PI IPPON API

ANERS

E LOST & FOUND

The family of Mrs. Alpha Vinson wishes to acknowledge with
deep appreciation the kindness
Shown us during the SiCk3161111i and
death of our mother. Especial!)
,do
we thank Dr. Hugh L. Houston,
Dr. C. C. Lowry, the Murray Hospital staff, the J. H. •Chuseltdll
Funeral Home, Mrs. R. W. Farrell,
Bro, Norman-Culpepper, Bro. liarold Lassiter and Bro. J. H. Thurman and those who gave the food
and the beautifu! floral arrangements. May the blessings of God
be to you and yours is our earnest

NOTICE

1956 CHEVROLET DELIVERY paRESTAURANTS
Owens Food Market PL 3-4882
nel sedan. Phone PL 3-4091. al&
Free Delivery Service
PL 11-41192
Southsicie Restaurant
14-FT. ALUMINUM BOAT AND
trailer, windshield and steering
SERVICE STATIONS
wheel. 1959 35-h.p. Evuirude moHARDWARE STORES
Motor Sales, 2nd
Walston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810 tor. Lampluns
al2c
and Main PL 3-4913.
Douglass Hdw., cor. 4th & Main

sta and lita40
quest

wow

up to
will
dows and doors, also grade "A"
It
wi Pay
.50 per hour.
Cal
dairy barn and tobacco barn with $3
1.2 acres of burley tobacco base.
Phone PL 3-4570 or see George
HELP WAN1ED
SWIVEL BEDROOM CHAIRS, Budge at Bilbrey's.
al3c
special $19.115. Reclining chairs,
only $34.95 up. Carraway FurniSOMEONE WITH POWER Mowture, 103 l. ars, 3.reet. Phone PL USED APPLIANCES, GOOD UP- er to cut yard. PL 3-4461.
al3p
al3c right deep freezer. Two full size
3-1502.
gas ranges, wringer type washer,
NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK 2 automatic washers. Carraway
house on South 13th street es- Furniture, )0;) North 3rd Street.
al3c
ti:sided by owner. Living room Phone PL 3-1502.
panelled in mahogany. Utility
tf
room. Phone PL 3-3632.
BABY ElEsi. ALMOST NEW WITH
!man spring mattresa. Call PLaza
tine MONUMENTS--MURRAY Marble
3-5346 alter 5:00 p.m.
and Granite Works, builders of
THREE & FOUR PIECE LIVING
fine memorials for over half centwos sesiianals, and solid maple
tury. Porter White, Manager. Ph.
bedroom suites. Carraway Furnij14c
3-2512.
ture, ltta N. 3rd. Pi. 3-1502. al3c PL

r'OR ::ALE

FOAM TWEED RUGS 9x12 Only
134.50. Baby cribs adjustable bottoms and drop side $19.95. Carraway Furniture, i05 North 3rd. PL
al3c
3-1502.

\
I-VIVI-717

-ENDS TONITE -

WHEN IT FLIES . ..
SOMEONE DIES!
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

i:

CART GRANT
, EN NANIE SAINT
lik .1111%/4.. MS MASON .
10
1 1
'•

AVAILABLE APRIL 11. FOURroom apartment at 408 North 16th
St. across from Lutlege High $30.00
per month. Zelna Carter PL 3al2c
11125.

P'• 0 ftlIC::,
A'

Nam BY MIMS!
ammiuja., , .",.......

PL 3-1916

's Classifieds

Feel
the
difference
a full
8 cylinders
make!

IDAY -

NIP

- COMING SUNDAY
Nominated For

L1101
, ,
llgNVPda
gi

DRESS MAELNG AND 40.1terations
allc
at 1111 Olive Street.

Femsle Help

En111011
been tossed from s passing ear.
ONE DEAD 40 RUIN 1,41101411 lion- A fireman dieved to have were
inlulreci, eve seriously and
(top) cheeks the wreckagaof the Faziel club in7Itorty persons
Al, to.toot. fireman remove sae of
Chicago's North Side-weelens-Weer i• had oesa"oete &assay-

which tire department the victims whose nand was said to have peen
squad is investigating blast.
oaicials said had peen caused by a oomb, be- ,blown off. The bomb

ripped by an explosion

(AA ii.,.........

1,..E.L AT FR51' To43.)607
WOULDN'T BE ABLE li)/440 ti,
MI NAO.'? EC kERE UrCE127piE

Lf'ou iiJANTED 'TO BE TfrIE
MANA6ER AND YO)RE GONG
TO BE TkE mANAGEWIANd sty
irrOUTTANNAMAANAbeie

fscAto?

Wanted

WHY co
'LiEZ 12)0A4i. KOCKNEAD.

K': CAN

.11
WOMAN WHO CAN DRIVE..
3 or 4
you would enjoy working
each
hours a day calling regularly
Girl
month on a group of Studio
to be
Cosmetic clients on a route
Murray,
established in and around
light deand are willing to make
Girl
liveries, etc. write to Studio
Glendale,
Cosmetics, Dept. A-I6P,

nifitfivinstivig0
rri

IMNCIVOD AS
ASAAAiER
5CARED!

MIFUJENCE OF INFLUENCE!

c(•)*

by Erni* SushmIllor

A
--HE TALKS

NOTHING
BUT GOLF-WHAT A

SINCE
AND MR. SMITH
HE
s 68"--SHOT A '
BECAME
FOUR UNDER
PAR --- ETC.-A CADDY-BLA--BLA-•

DIVOTS 2
)

a

all-new 155-h.p., aluminum Roekette V-8 -standard equipment in every F-851 Before you buy
any low-priced car.
...come in and drive the F-851

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES

TRE MOON

0
0

o smaller car! Alert...easy to handle.,, with the

SEE YOUR LOCAL AutnOliZED OLDSMOBill DUALITY DEALER

1408 West Main Bt.

WHY DON'T THEY
REPLACE THEIR

---AND NOW A
CLOSE-UP OF

BORE

Built for the buyer who wants something better in

...every inch
an OLDSMOIMLE!

10
iftL
o145
l
Murray, Ky.

..0,••
,41.•I. U S Po 00
C.• ••• by0.011...

-

LIE, UREA
NOR
NO MERE,
CLOTHES
HOSS-

WAL,SHE
SI-CULDN'T sE
O FLIGATV

4HUT KINDA GAL_
SHOULD AH MARR
SO `iO'LL LET ME

Another Great Impro‘ement In Your
Water System by ELLIS

ADOPT HC.)NE_ST ABE,
ts/114p.S LANA TURNIP?

YOUNG SNIP LIKE. 1411O:Vf

•NOW AI-I KNOWS TH
KIND AH SHOULDN'T

I GIT ITTI-TMEM
TWO IS OUT!?'

MARRY. ;-104A/'50ur
A HINT 'BOUT TI-4'
KIND AH

LIKE

SHOULD

HER!!

A*.P

• In 1951 we brought the first plastic pipe to West Kentucky.
• In 1952 we installed the first plastic water well of U.S.A. in
West Kentucky.
• In 1952 we installed the first submersible pump in West Kentucky, in Calloway County.

•-

• Ellis Pump & Pipe Company, first to give year's free service
with pump.

1
TODAY'S ANNOUNCEMENT

s

••=••=1•1=6.

•• -44.0.04
•00••••

by

11111 SLATS
Aik

THESE, AND MANY MORE FIRSTS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED
BY THE ELLIS PUMP AND PIPE COMPANY!

•

COME YOU -)
9ARIOCADES YERGELF
A sAINST WE WHOLE
SLARSTED WORLD
AL'?

YOSE N A 1----

WOMAN tS AS
RICH AS I AM-

AND YOU
NEVER_

FT'S HARD 70 `TELL IF
'OU'RE LIKED FOR
YOURSELF -OR FOR

(

BOTHERED
I' FIND OUT ?

YOUR MONEY

.11

sburn Van Swan

INI)EED I DID. ANL EARY TIME 1
IT GAME 70 A SWOWPOVIN,

FOUND OUT HOW DREADCUL
PEorti WERE. THEY'RE
CRASS, SELPTSHAND 1:454-4oNESTALL OF THEM

-1,77

SUBMERSIBLE NEUTRALIZER . . . Greatest im, prevement fo-r your water system since plastic pipe!
See this new improvement at the
•

MIS PUMP & PIPE COMPANY
1303 Chestnut

-

5 Academy Awards

WANTED

FARM FOR SALE 89 ACRES, 7 INDIAN HEAD PENNIES. See Jan
miles southwest of Hopkinsville Williams at Ledger and Times.
en Highway 164. Five room house
all nc
with bath, gas heat, storm win-

DRIVE

Bate

BAT'

`THE

BUILDING ADJACENT TO Murray Supply. Will rent whole building or storage space. Contact Walter Conner„ at Conner Imp. Co.
al2c
PL 3-2626.

3 SPRINGING HOLSTEIN heifers,
good size. I complete Acteylen and
cutting head complete. See Loyd
3 ROOMS FURNISHED APARTCunningham or phone 489-2445.
TV SALES & SERVICE
JEWELRY
men. Gas heat, utilities furnished.
a 12p
Apply in person from 8:00 a.m. to
Furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835 Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. PL 3-3515
School, 306
111 ACRE FARM, 3 ACRES TOM- 5:00 p.m. Ezell Beauty
please. al3c
aeco, plenty of pasture. New house N. 4th. No phone calls

'lead The

VA5%tUS11111 MIMI

DRIVE i • THEATRE
8:45
Open . 5:00 * Start

FOR KEN1

TO WEAR with running water. Two miles'
Murray Jewelry Next to Varsity LADIES READY
southwest of Farmington. Fireside
PL 3-4623
Uttletons
al5p
5-2592.

VinI tp

s •

bl.ita•LJAO

•.0
•
, j(*

Murray, Ky.
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a
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SIX -

'Murderer ...
(Continued from Page 1)

,

Airport in Elisa.
ON GUARD AT ELISAUT14V1111E—A soldier mans a machinegun at Luano
bethville, capital of the Cor.go's Katanga Province, to guard against a repetition of the
Incident in which thousands of angry Africans stormed the area. demanding that U. N.
forces give way to Katangese

Enter BOONE'S
Win - A - Shirt Contest
HERE ARE THE SIMPLE RULES:

man who moved the Jews from
one point to another like a chess
master playing a game on the
white and black board of life and
death. The routes he marked out
on the map for captive Jews almost always led to death in a gas
chamber.
Defended To Hilt
Shortly after the court convened it become apparent that Eich7
mann was going to be defended to•
the hilt and that every legal recourse would be used to try to
save rum from the gallows,
- Robert Servatius, a German attorney from Cologne and a man
who looks and talks like a fighter,
rose and demanded that presiding
judge Moshe Landau and associate
juuges Benjamin Halevi and Yitzhak Raved disqualify themselves
and declare the proceedings illegal. They constitute a special
tribunal set up to try Eichmann.
Before the challenge to the jurisdiction of the court Eichmann
stood to hear the reading of the
fifteen - count indictment against
him It fell like fifteen lashes on
his back.
As Servatius began his plea that
the court disqualify itself on e
thing became clear — Eichmann
is going to be defended to the hilt,
and every legal recourse is going
to be exhausted in the attempt to
save his life.
Talks Like Fighter
His lawyer is a thick set, square
jawed man who looks and talks
like a fighter.
"This is a question of revenge."
Servatius said. "The state of Israel
has put itself on record that its

object is not revenge. This is a
matter of seeking out a scapegoat. We cannot now try the Nazi
state of which Eichmann was a
member. He is being charged with
responsibility for acts which were
imposed upon hint by the state. He
was dragged into doing these
things for the state. 4
"I would now request the court
to examine my t w o principal
points of objection:
--The court has no jurisdiction.
--The law for the punishment
of Nazis and their collaborators is
mit valid."
Discussed Qualification
Servatius then went into the
question of the qualification of the
judges.
-The opinion of one of the
judges might be determined by
the fact members of his family
were affected by the crimes of
which my client is accused," he
said. "The accused is concerned at
the possible prejudice of one of
the judges. I refer to the verdict
handed down by one of them in a
previous case bearing on the accused's alleged actions (he did not
elaborate that point). It has been
impossible to determine to what
extent this judge has an open
mind in the preent case.
"The accused is unable to bring
the witnesses he needs for his
defense. Not only hasn't he the
means but since most of those who
would appear in his defense are
former SS officers they are barred
from appearing here as there is no
doubt that Israel recognizes the
basic principles of the law of malions. The law for the punishment
of the Nazis and their collaborators ta series of special laws passed
by the Israeli parliament) is a

1. Every

time you send your shirts to Boone's for
laundering during the next few months, you have

a chance to win.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

?. You will notice that on the collar

support portion

of the shirt package there will be

one of the following letters printed—B-0-0-N-E. All you do is
SAVE these supports until you have completed
spelling the name BOONE'S. At this time all you
do is redeem the six collar supports with either
your routeman or at the main plant in

Murray.

receive your choice of any
of the three popular styles of Registered Shirts,
Kentucky, and you will

FREE!
3. There is nothing else to do and nothing else to buy.
Just save the collar supports and Win A Shirt. You
may win more than once.
OXFORD CLOTH
4. Employees of Boone's Laundry and Dry Cleaners
and their families are not permitted to enter.

BUTTON DOWN
SHORT POINT

5. Contest closes January 1, 1962.
FUSED• COLLAR
6.200 WINNERS!
SOFT COLLAR
GOOD LUCK

PERMA-STAY

•

oone's Laundry & Cleaners
1 Hour Service
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cetnekeziel
Cadillac is unique among cars in constantly providing its
owner with the assurance that he could have made no
sounder motor car investment. He feels it in every
smooth and silent mile he drives. He senses it in the
reception he gets wherever he tri‘els. And he rests

34- Bishopric
.7-Compass
poi it

secure in the very practical knowledge that his Cadillac
is a remarkably economical car to operate . . . and
an exceptionally 'enduring value. Your dealer can augment Cadillac's desirability with some very tempting
economic reasons for investing in the "car of cars".

contravention of the law of nations.
"I so suggest that the court declare it has no authority to deal
with the case. The law of the
punishment of Nazis is counter to
the law of nations. It speaks of
punishment fur crimes committed
prior to the establishment of the
state of Israel, outside its borders
and by and to persons who are
not citizens of the state of Israel.
Eichmann was brought to this
court in breach of the law.
"The incompetence of this court
also derives from a procedural
point. The method in which'the
accused was brought before the
court disqualifies it ft-urn judging
him.
"The accused, after his abduction, signed a statement saying he
accepted the jurisdiction of the
Israeli court. It goes without saying that this statement was given
under duress a nd pressure of
threats. Therefore it is invalid as
evidence in court.
"A man who evaded the law for
15 years would not of his own tree
will agree to appear in a court,
and certainly not in Israel, the
country w h os e people suffered
most at his hands.
-There are precedents recorded
over the past 150 years of legal
process being held despite the illegal abduction of the accused. I
shall not go into detail on this
point. These precedents are Madmissable here.
•*Circunistalices of the abduction
in this case are entirely different.
The accused was kidnaped at the
order of the Israeli government
itself which acted in contravention
of the law of riations.,"The court
cannot lend itself to being a party
to such a situation.
"I vsill call to the witness stand
Mr Zvi Tohar and Mr. Ram Shi, mom of Tel Aviv, employes of
El Al (the Israeli state airline).
The first witness, together with
others, kidnaped the accused on
May 11, 1960, deprived him of his
liberty and brought him to Israel.
Witness number two was the organizer of the flight.
"Those witnesses will be able to
show that the kidnaping of the
accused from the Argentine was
the result or an official order by
the government of Israel."
Defended Qualifications
When Servatius ended his plea,
the attorney general of Israel,
Godeon Hausner, rose to defend
the qualifications of the court and
the legality of Eiehmann's arrest,
indictment and trial.
"Eichinann's capture a n d his
transfer to Israel were dealt with
by the United Nations Security
Council," Hausner said "In its
deetrion of June 23. 1960, the
council decided that Eichmiuui
would stand trial."
The security council affirmed it."
Hausner quoted from testimony
given at the Nuernberg war crimes
trials to the effect that Hitler
charged Eichmann with the extermination of the Jews. and added:
"Nuernberg wrote the indictment.

(Continued from Page 1)
••••
strating" the use of high analysis
plant food materials as they are
developed in the National Fertilizer Laboratory of TVA at Sheffield. Alabama Test DemonsFra•
tion farmers also try to coordimte
these practices with sound farm
management and keep accurate
records of their farm business.
Their records are available to the
University. and TVA for study and
group analysis.
The last stop of the tour will be
at 2 00 ptm at the dairy farm of
'Paul Blalock and Otley White near
Locust Grove Observation!: and
• discussion at this farm will include a ,large new pole barn, a
re-arranged old-style stock barn,
concreted lot and holding pen and
a modernized milking parlor.
All agricultural and dairy in
dustry workers of the county are
invited to participate in the tour
and the out-of-county specialists
expected from UK, according to
Mr. Foy ire: Warren Thompson,
Agronomist; George Turner. Agricultural Engineer, and Drexel
Southworth of the Kentucky Arti
Leal Breeding Association.

(Continued from Pogo 1)
Sheila Ann Burnett, Rt I, Lynnville. Ricky Oliver. Rt. 1, John T.
Ward, 1826 Farmer; Mrs. Murrell
Fitzgerald, Rt. 1, Calvert City;
Bryan Hudson La Center, Miss
Etta Benda Thompson, 3177 West
8th, Bentdn. Mrs Taylor Gooch,
Rt. 4, Mrs. Rolad Adams. 500 So.
9th ; Mrs. Nellie Ward, 112 South
10th., Mrs. Billy ,Swift, Rt. I, Alm°, Mrs. Vernel Cain, Rt. 1, Almo, Masters Rodney and Roger
Oliver. Rt 4. Benton; Mrs. James
Smith, 166'7 Calloway; Mrs. Jessie
Bailey, Rt. 3.
BRAILLE CALENDAR

VISIT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED

ada& DEALER

J.T. HALE MOTOR,SALES
,sii ,
J 1.1,1•Yiaidlidlidir

I

320 W. Broadway
MAYFIELD

CANDIDATE FOR

Representative

To All of the People of Calloway County:
I take this method of submitting myself as a candidate for the office of State Representative. subiect to the
Democratic Primary Election to be held May 23, 1961.
First, let me thank almost 4,000 voters who went
to the polls four years avo and cast their votes for me for
Representative. There shall always remain in my heart
a very soft spot for the many kindnesses that were exell
tended to me during the campaign. Entering this race is
not an overnight thought, but only after due deliberation
and consultation with hundreds of the voters from all
sections of the county.
Most of you people know me, but for the benefit
of the ones who do not. I do not consider it amiss to state
that T am the son of the late Jabie Lassiter and Emily
I Assiter. I married Ruth Lovett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Lovett. We have one son. Jerry, a student at Almo
,
school. I have one brother. Richard Lassiter.
I was born in the New Concord Magisterial Dis—
trict. We moved to Cole's Camp Ground after the T.V.A.
nurchased our farm. At the present time we live at 507
Chestnut Street. I am a graduate of Murray State College.
1 have taught school at Coldwater, Kirksey. Faxon and
Almo. At the nresent time I am serving as nrincinal of
Almo School. All of my life has been spent in Callov,•av
County with the exception of 37 months that I served in
the Army durin' World War IL I am a member of the
Methodist Church, Masonic Lodge, Eastern Star and the
3
American Legion.
I am entering this race as an independent candidate, free from all factions or groups and I will not be
obligated to any profession, any nolitician or anv clique.
T WILL ONLY BE OBLIGATED TO ALL OF THE
.EOPLE OF -CALLOWAY COUNTY. All of us are taxpayers, therefore, YOU are entitled to a fair and just
road program. I promise to Use every ounce of my energy to bring to Calloway County a road building program
that will be second to none in the State of Kentucky.
If we are to survive we must support our educe-,
tional program. I shall work to build a greater Murray
State College. Our public schools must be supported with
sufficient revenue to keep pace with our neighboring
states. Our responsibility in the field of mentally retarded
children is one that cannot be overlooked. It will be my
duty as YOUR REPRESENTATIVE to support legislaion for the mentally retarded.
As the farmers prosper so will .the whole county,
n recent Years we have been burdened with the so called
EGG GRADING LAW. If elected YOUR REPRESENTATIVE. I promise to work for an early abolishment of this;
law. The Laboring people and the Business man must be
treated in a fair and impartial manner and I promise to
work toward that end.
We are blessed with one of the best waterways
systems in the ,,outh. I will work for more assistance to
come from the state in order to build Calloway County as
the vacationer's paradise. This will mean more business
for the people of Calloway County.
I have always favored returning the primary election to the first Saturday in August: With the, primary
election in May, the farmers are at the busiest season of P
the year. I will introduce a bill for -the change in the primary date.
I fah conscious of what the salary of YOUR
REPRESENTATIVE will be, therefore, I WILL VOTE ,
AGAINST ANY INCREASE IN SALARY.
•
.
As to prohi11ition, I have always been an avowed
dry, both in public nd private life. I will support legislation that will help make Calloway County a cleaner and
better place in which to live and rear our children.
i 1.',-,
A candidate should make the race on his own"
qualifications. I expect to do just that. I hope it will be
possible to wage this campaign without offending any
person. I am well acquainted with the gentleman who is
seeking this office. j regard him as a fair scrapper and
one who would not deliver a foul blow, even in the heat
of a campaign.
If you believe me to be honest, worthy, saber,
qualified and deserving, I will forever consider it a great
honor and be true to the trust that you have imposed upon
me, then I humbly beseech your vote and influence.
1111
Respectfully,

Five Farms...

Murray Hospital

1406 Main

Charlie Lassiter

The American Foundation for
the Shad is distributing a free
vest pocket calendar with braille
markings for the use of blind persons The calendar also hear,
standard print for use of the sight
ed, and may be obtained free
by writing 15 West- lath street,
New York City 11,

Charlie Lassiter

